# Library Outline – Term 1 / 2015

## SPECIAL DAYS & DISPLAYS – INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF LIGHT / Library Lovers Day / HARMONY DAY / EASTER

### WA Curriculum – English

- **Literature and Context:** Respond to texts, identifying favourite stories, authors and illustrators. Share feelings and thoughts about the events and characters in texts.
- **Responding to Literature:** Develop criteria for establishing personal preferences for literature.
- **Examining Literature:** Develop an understanding of how different texts are written for different purposes and how they are arranged in a library.

### WA Curriculum – ICT

Managing and operating ICT—Checklist of computer Skills

In investigating with ICT—Define and plan information searches Yr 4 – Yr 6

Creating with ICT—Generate ideas, plans and processes Yr 4 – Yr 6

## KINDY

- Learning how to care for a book.
- Learning how to choose a book they will enjoy.
- Learning about the different locations in a library.
  (Junior Fiction / Fiction / Non-Fiction / borrowing desk / returns)

## PRE-PRIMARY

### LIBRARY SKILLS

- Library Rules / How to care for books / How to choose great books.
  “Loving Books@ST Luke’s booklet”

- Special Days and displays—students complete language activities related to these topics.

## YEAR 1

### LIBRARY SKILLS

- Library Rules / How to care for books / How to choose great books. / Different locations in the library / How to care for the library.

- Special Days and displays—students complete language activities related to these topics.

### COMPUTER SKILLS

- Checklist of computer skills / Parts of a computer

## YEAR 2

### LIBRARY SKILLS

- Library Rules / How to care for, choose and share great books.
  You Choose – Book series by S. Easen & L. Regan

- Special Days and displays—students complete language activities related to these topics.

### COMPUTER SKILLS

- Checklist of computer skills / Parts of a computer
  Computer Lab Rules ..... Word – Poster design

## YEAR 3

### LIBRARY SKILLS

- Library Rules / How to care for, choose and share great books.
  You Choose – Book series by S. Easen & L. Regan

- Special Days and displays—students complete language activities related to these topics.

### COMPUTER SKILLS

- Checklist of computer skills / Parts of a computer
  Word – Poster design
  Google – Interactive persuasive activities.

## YEAR 4

### LIBRARY

- Library Rules/ Computer Rules / The Dewey Decimal System
  Special Days and displays—students complete language activities related to these topics.

### COMPUTER – Publisher/ Word

- Poster design
  Paint – The Easter Story
  Google - research facts about LIGHT

### MATHLETICS

- online maths activities
  LITPRO online reading program

## YEAR 5

### LIBRARY

- Library Rules/ Computer Rules / The Dewey Decimal System
  Special Days and displays—students complete language activities related to these topics.

### COMPUTER – Publisher/ Word

- Poster design RULES
  Google - research facts about LIGHT
  Paint – The Easter Story

### MATHLETICS

- online maths activities
  LITPRO online reading program

## YEAR 6

### LIBRARY

- Library Rules/ Computer Rules / The Dewey Decimal System
  Special Days and displays—students complete language activities related to these topics.

### COMPUTER – Publisher/Word

- Poster design RULES & Dewey Decimal
  Google - research facts about LIGHT
  Paint – The Easter Story

### MATHLETICS

- online maths activities
  LITPRO online reading program